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We report on the magneti and ele troni properties of AlB2 -type stru ture NpSi2 x and NpGe2 x as inferred from SQUID magnetisation and
237 Np Mössbauer spe tros opy. NpGe
2 x orders ferromagneti ally below
TC  157.4 K with an ordered moment Np  2.01 B , whereas NpSi2 x
exhibits three dierent ordered magneti phases respe tively below 110 K,
105 K and 90 K. The average ordered moment amounts to Np  1.51 B
at 4.2 K.
PACS numbers: 75.30.Cr, 75.30.Kz, 76.80.+y
1. Introdu tion

The re ent dis overy of
neti

ompounds that are simultaneously ferromag-

and super ondu ting has attra ted mu h attention in the

ele tron phenomena

ommunity. The stoi hiometri

orrelated

ompound UGe2 repre-

sents the rst system where su h properties were observed [1℄. The
lo hemistry of the binary systems An-X (X=Si,Ge) is more
may expe t. Indeed a

areful analysis of these systems shows that around

omposition several phases with defe t stoi hiometry (UGe2

the 1:2
forming,

rystal-

omplex as one

x ) are

rystallising either in the tetragonal ThSi2 -type (low defe t) or

hexagonal AlB2 -type (large defe t) phases and exhibiting a ri h range of
magneti

properties [2, 3℄. We have undertaken the study of the An-X bi-

nary systems with An = Np, Pu and have indi ated that for transuranium
elements the defe t phases were preferentially obtained [4℄. In this
bution, we report on the magneti
NpSi2

and ele troni

ontri-

properties of AlB2 -type

237 Np
x and NpGe2 x as inferred from SQUID magnetisation and

Mössbauer spe tros opy.
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2. Experimental

The Poly rystalline samples were prepared as explained in [4℄.
tetragonal AlB2 -type stru tures were determined by X-ray single
and

rystal

x = 0:41(1) for both ompounds
the latti e parameters a = 3:969(1) Å and
= 4:171(1) Å for NpGe2 x
a = 3:838(1) Å and = 4:092(1) Å for NpSi2 x . Magneti sus eptibility

dira tion. The o
and

The

upan y was found to be

measurements were performed on bulk samples using a SQUID magnetometer in the temperature range 2300 K and in magneti
The

237 Np

Mössbauer investigations were

with a thi kness of
ter
of

100 mg of Np/ m2

elds up to 7 T.

ondu ted on powder absorbers,
using a transmission spe trome-

alibrated with the standard absorber NpAl2 .

The Mössbauer sour e

100 mCi of 241 Am was kept around 4.2 K and the temperature of the

absorber was varied from 4.2 K up to 140 K.

3. Results
3.1. NpGe2

The sus eptibility and magnetisation
the onset of ferromagneti
ment

sat

 1.1 B/Np.

x
urves of NpGe2

The Curie temperature

termined using Arrott plots. In the paramagneti
follows a modied CurieWeiss law with





0
737
10 6
T = 4:2 K exhibits
o

emu/Np mole.
a

urren e of magneti

x

learly show

order at low temperature with a saturation mo-

e

TC

 157.4

K was de-

region, the sus eptibility

 1.93 B, p  152 K and

The Mössbauer spe trum re orded at

lear magneti

hyperne splitting whi h

onrms the

order. From the hyperne eld value Hhf = 432(4) T,

we dedu e an ordered Np moment

ord

 2.01(4) B. This value is approx-

imately twi e higher than the saturated moment whi h suggests that the
Np magneti
shift (ÆIS

moments are aligned along the

 11.2 mm/s

state ( onguration

5f 4 ).

urren e of a Np

3+

harge

Due to the high Curie temperature, no spe trum

ould be re orded in the paramagneti

phase.

3.2. NpSi2

NpSi2

-axis. The value of the isomer

vs NpAl2 ) suggests the o

x

x exhibits a more intri ate magneti phase diagram: The onset of

 110 K where a ferromagneti -type phase is
observed in a very narrow range of temperature. NpSi2 x then undergoes a
magneti phase transition to a ferrimagneti -type order below T 2  105 K.
Finally, an antiferromagneti -type phase appears below T 3  90 K. This
magneti

order o

urs at

T1

latter phase is metamagneti

and transforms into the ferrimagneti

relatively low elds, as illustrated on Fig 1. Su h su
transitions (Ferro

phase at

essive magneti

phase

! Ferri ! AF) are rather unusual but a similar magneti

1423
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phase diagram was observed e.g. in NpIn3 [5℄. As Fig. 1 shows, there is a
higher indu ed moment at 100 K than at low temperature.
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Fig. 1. Magnetisation urves of NpSi2
The magneti
law with

e

x

5

7

at dierent temperatures.

sus eptibility above 150 K obeys a modied CurieWeiss

 2.08 B, p  128 K and 0  345.10

positive value of

6

p

quite

lose to

TC

6

emu/Np mole. The

onrms the ferromagneti

nature of

the rst ordering phase.
The Mössbauer spe trum at 140 K

onsists of a pure quadrupolar split-

je2 qQj  14.3 mm/s), as expe ted in the paramagneti

ting (

shows, in agreement with the
only one Np

rystallographi

isomer shift (ÆIS

 6.4 mm/s

state.

This

rystal stru ture determination, that there is

site experien ing the same surrounding. The
vs NpAl2 ) suggests the o

3+

urren e of a Np

harge state. At 110K, the spe trum lines begin to broaden, indi ating the
onset of magneti

order, in

lose agreement with the magnetisation data. At

105 K, i.e. in the ferromagneti  phase a
spe trum exhibits a rather
of a paramagneti

ording to magnetisation data, the

omplex pattern

onsisting of the superposition

subspe trum and a magneti

tion ratio 1:2. At 100 K, the paramagneti
the ratio is strongly redu ed.

splitting with a popula-

ontribution is still present but

From 90 K down to 4.2 K, i.e. in the AF

phase suggested by the magnetisation data, the Mössbauer spe tra display a
fully magneti

splitting, in reasing with de reasing temperature. However,

this splitting

onsists of two magneti

subspe tra of

omparable popula-

tion and respe tive hyperne elds Hhf = 337(2) T (ord
and Hhf = 309(2) T (ord

 1.44(2) B).

 1.57(2)

B )

This shows that the AF-phase is
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a tually ferrimagneti

(with an antiferromagneti

latti es). Moreover, the

of both sites and in the ordered and paramagneti
moments are

phase, suggests that Np

ollinear and make an angle of 40 to 60

is worth mentioning that the magneti
ompound UGe2

ferromagneti
from the

oupling of the two sub-

omparison of quadrupolar intera tion parameters,

Æ

with the

axis. It

moments in the uranium isotypi

Æ
x are aligned in a dire tion oriented at 38

axis [6℄.

4. Con lusion



NpGe2

0.41) are isotypes to the UX2 x . Whereas
x and NpSi2 x (x
x orders ferromagneti ally at T = 94 K [6℄ and USi2 x is a param-

UGe2

agnet [2℄, the neptunium
NpGe2

Np

x

ounterparts show a stronger magneti

orders ferromagneti ally at TC

 2.01 B.

NpSi2

x exhibits a

three distin t magneti

omplex magneti

phase diagram with

phases appearing respe tively below 110 K, 105 K

and 90 K. The Mössbauer experiments suggest the Np magneti
to point at 40

Æ

from the

moment amounts to

Np



and

moment

x ). The average ordered
1.51 B at 4.2 K. In both NpSi2 x and NpGe2 x ,

-axis (similar to UGe2

the value of the isomer shift suggests a Np
and ele troni

hara ter:

 157.4 K with an ordered moment

3+

harge state. The magneti

properties of these dierent phases remain to be

orroborated

omplemented by further investigations.

The high purity Np metal required for this study was made available
through a loan agreement between Lawren e Livermore National Laboratory and ITU, in the frame of a

ollaboration involving LLNL, Los Alamos

National Laboratory and the US Department of Energy.
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